
Musings by Mufty (June 2020) 

My PowerPoint slide show, with an image for each day of my living with Covid19, is coming up 

to day one hundred. What to call it? “The World Gone Crazy?” “Pandemic 100?” “An 

Edmontonian records her first 100 Days?” 

Possibly, it is time to stop? Who in their right mind would want to watch 100 slides of someone 

isolated in their apartment for one hundred days?  

For me, it began on a Thursday in March. March 12th, 2020 to be exact. The news was getting 

grim. I was getting serious about staying home considering my vast age (86) and the two lung 

surgeries I had for lung cancer. Then I checked my emails and there was one from our secretary, 

Linda Treleaven which said;  

In consideration for the latest update from Dr. Hinshaw – chief medical officer, the IACC 

meeting scheduled for this evening is cancelled.  

And that was the beginning. A few days later, I decided to make a picture each day of 

something that was happening related to this Covid 19 and to create a PowerPoint slide show 

with the results. Now one hundred days later, I’m thinking that enough is enough for a slide 

show. Who in their right mind would want to sit through a slide show by some self-isolating old 

woman for 100 days?  

But you know what? It is quite interesting. It spans time from when walking was treacherous 

because of ice and snow (March 17, 2020. 97 cases in AB) to goslings in Hawrelak Park in June 

(June 9, 2020. 7,230 cases in AB). It features people in masks bringing us groceries, (April 5, 

2020. 1250 cases in AB.) a signs on neighbourhood church saying, CHURCH CLOSED ALL 

PROGRAMS CANCELLED. (April 17, 2020. 2,397 cases in AB;) a heart in blue lights on the 

engineering building honouring front line workers. (June 12, 2020. 7,346 cases in AB)  

Granted the slide show has some rather ordinary pictures like starting jigsaw puzzles, me 

cutting Bill’s hair for the first time in our 63 years together, looking out the windows of our 

apartment at others in their apartments appearing to work from home. But it does have our 

picnicking in the park 6 feet apart, my friend Elaine, sporting a red flag on a pole that is 5 feet, 

six inches long so that when she goes walking she can hold it horizontally out from her hip so 

that people stay six feet away.(May 31, 7,010 cases in AB)  

This is history. This has never happened before. These pictures are significant. I might just 

continue for another hundred days.  


